Changes to Plans and associated Subplans

Plan Code: ACBAPS & ACBAPS2
Description: Applied Computing
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: AAI & AAI2
Description: Applied AI
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: CCMPT & CCMPT2
Description: Cloud Computing
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: DD & DD2
Description: Digital Design
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: IM & IM2
Description: Information Management
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: NETO & NETO2
Description: Network Operations
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: SWDV & SWDV2
Description: Software Development
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: APSBAPS & APSBAPS2
Description: Applied Science
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: ADJS & ADJS2  
Description: Administration of Justice  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: ECH  
Description: Early Childhood Education  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: ECH2  
Description: Early Childhood Education  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: INFOR  
Description: Informatics  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), & Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: INFOR2  
Description: Informatics  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: IS & IS2  
Description: Intelligence Studies  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: NWO & NWO2  
Description: Network Operations  
**Set Last Admit Term 2224** for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:  
Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA)  
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

**Plan Code: CYBRBAPS & CYBRBAPS2**  
Description: Cyber Operations
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), & Yuma (YUMA) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: DEF
Description: Defense and Forensics

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: DEF2
Description: Defense and Forensics

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: ENGR & ENGR2
Description: Cyber Engineering

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: LAP & LAP2
Description: Cyber Law and Policy

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: ECBAPS & ECBAPS2
Description: Early Childhood

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Douglas (DOUGLAS) & Nogales (NOGALES) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: GPSBA & GPSBA2
Description: Government and Public Service

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Douglas (DOUGLAS) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: HSVBAPS & HSVBAPS2
Description: Human Services

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA) Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: IISBAPS & IISBAPS2
Description: Intelligence & Info Ops
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: IW & IW2
Description: Information Warfare

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: LEI & LEI2
Description: Law Enforcement Intelligence

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: OI & OI2
Description: Operational Intelligence

Plan Code: OLRCBAPS & OLRCBAPS2
Description: Org Leadership & Reg Commerce

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: RGC & RGC2
Description: Regional Commerce

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: NMSUASND
Description: No Major Selected CAST

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Douglas (DOUGLAS) & Nogales (NOGALES)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: UAZSTMINU
Description: CAST Thematic

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: INFRM
Description: Informatics
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: INFRM
Description: Informatics

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: ACMINU
Description: Applied Computing

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: GPSMINU
Description: Government and Public Service

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Douglas (DOUGLAS) & Nogales (NOGALES))
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: HSVMINU
Description: Human Services

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Douglas (DOUGLAS) & Nogales (NOGALES)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: CBRDFCRTU
Description: Cyber Defense

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: CCMPTCRTU
Description: Cloud Computing

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: CYBRCRTU
Description: Cyber Operations

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER) & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: CYBSECRTU
Description: Cybersecurity
Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: DGTFRCRTU
Description: Digital Forensics

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: IWCRTU
Description: Information Warfare

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: MFCRTG
Description: Military Families

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: MFCRTU
Description: Military Families

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: OLCRTU
Description: Organizational Leadership

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: SCOMPCRTU
Description: Security Computing

Set Last Admit Term 2224 for Distance Campus (DIST) Locations:
Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022